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Grammatik side 3 

 

 

Indsæt den rigtige form af to BE (at være) i præsens (NUTID) 

1. This restaurant     is       very old, but the café              new. 

2. You    are       not allowed to enter this room because it              dangerous. 

3. William and Harry              sons of Charles and Diana. 

4. Heidi              from Germany and Bianca              from Italy. 

5. I              not sure if it              the right thing to do. 

6. My father              a carpenter and my two uncles              bricklayers. 

7. Exercise number 3              rather easy, but exercises 4 and 5              more difficult. 

8.              this pretty summer cottage really yours? 

9. We              in France now, but our children              at home. 

10. This              a rather tricky problem and it               not so easy for us to solve. 

11. “Something              rotten in the state of Denmark!” (citat fra “Hamlet”) 

12. Nobody              willing to take the risk. 

 

Bemærk: Pronominer (STEDORD) som somebody, anybody, anything, everybody, everyone, 

nobody osv. er altid SINGULARIS (ENTAL)! 

http://sproglinks.dk/filarkiv/grammatik-engelsk.pdf
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Indsæt den rigtige form af to HAVE (at have) i præsens  (NUTID) 

13. She      has        always been very curious. 

14. What                 you bought for her? 

15. There                 been many rumours about Marilyn Monroe. 

16. Our neighbour                 an old Lamborghini. 

17. I                 never been able to understand his English. 

18. The monkey                 eaten all the bananas. 

19.                 Alan left a message? 

20. This school                 more than 1000 students. 

21. One of our workers                 been on holiday for a month now. 

22. Which one of these bikes                 he bought? 

23. Some countries, like Belgium for example,                 a king or a queen. 

24. Denmark                 not got a president, but we                 a prime minister. 

25. This location                 been haunted by ghosts for more than 300 years. 

26. Apparently, nobody                 seen him since last night. 
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Blandet øvelse – Indsæt den rigtige form af to BE eller to HAVE i præsens  (NUTID) 

27. Where                 the rest of the beer? 

28. How many goals                 he scored? 

29. There                 a lot of milk in the fridge. 

30. Look! There                 a lot of people at the concert tonight! 

31. Today there                 been a lot of fans at the football stadium. 

32. Who                 afraid of the big bad wolf? (WHO er 3. person ental, når antallet er ukendt) 

33. Who                 these people? 

34. Who                 seen my mobile phone? 

35. Somebody                 stolen my car. 

36.                 anybody seen the thief? 

37. There                 no evidence that it                 been stolen. 

38. Which of the two coats                 yours? 

39. I                 sure everybody                 happy now. 

40. Who                 taken my umbrella?  

 

Kom de alle sammen i nutid?  ☺ 


